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GE Software Coding Standards - Java
Java Coding Standards.

This standards guide is intended for those involved in the development of real software systems written in Java. Different roles in a software
project can exploit the standards guide in different ways. The programmer can use it as a reference on good Java style. It can be used in code
reviews as a common reference.

Summary

The standards guide can be summed up in a few concise statements where everything else not specifically mentioned here should follow the
official . The really important aspects are detailed throughout the rest of this document. Some of these conceptsOracle Java Coding Conventions
come from Apache projects like . There is a preference file to import into your  that will set your environment toCommons Eclipse environment
these coding standards.

Brackets should begin and end on a new line and should exist even for one line statements. (I.e. braces always go on new lines).
4-space indent. . Period.NO tabs
JavaDoc  exist on all public and protected methods. JavaDoc on private and default access methods and members is preferredMUST
and encouraged. If your code modifications use an existing class/method/variable, which lacks JavaDoc, it is required that you add it.
This will improve the project as a whole.
The GE License header  be placed at the top of each and every file.MUST
Import statements must be fully qualified for clarity.
Member variables must have a “this.” prefix (I.e. “this.foo”) whenever they are used. If the variable is a static then use a prefix of “_” (I.e.
_logger).
Name Interface files with an “I” prefix. Class implementations with the interface base name and some detail or an “Impl” suffix. (Note:
Callbacks normally end with a suffix of “Handler”). Internal interface should use an annotation (@Internal) verses external interfaces.
Use logging, this will help debugging the system later (use log levels intelligently). Kernel and application services should use slf4j for
logging service.
Do NOT check-in any source with warnings or errors.
Never copy any code from any place outside this company. This includes open source, Apache, third-party, etc.

Import the  for your environment and all of the styles will be automatic. If you commit code that does not follow these conventions, youpreferences
are responsible for also fixing your own code (forever :-).

The following sections go into greater detail of what is expected of developers in the DSP team.

Files and names

Files longer than 2000 lines are cumbersome and should be avoided.

File names

The file must be named after the class it represents. As for most cases, each file contains only one class, so this is an easy naming convention.
For nested or inner classes, the name of the main class must be the name of the file. As names in Java are case-sensitive, the filename is
case-sensitive also.

Name Interface files with an “I” prefix and class implementations with an “Impl” suffix. (Note: Callbacks normally end with a suffix of
“Handler”).

Source File organization

Each Java source file contains a single class or interface. Of course, this excludes inner classes as these must be defined without a (outer) class,
and thus in the same file.

Java source files contain a common order: (in general, new lines between each block)

Beginning comments (copyright)
Package and import statements
Class and interface declarations.

Constants (static final variables)
Member variables

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/codeconvtoc-136057.html
http://commons.apache.org/net/code-standards.html


Constructors
Methods

public
protected
private

Static methods (aka class methods)

Run the Eclipse formatter on existing files (Right-mouse in the file->source->format).

Naming conventions

Naming conventions make programs more understandable by making them easier to read. They can also give information about the function of
the identifier.

Identifier Type Rules for Naming Examples

Class Class names must start with a capital. All words in the name must be capitalized. In general,
the name of a class should be a noun.

class ResultSet;
class TreeFrame;

(Inner) classes,
interfaces,
enums and
annotations

Names should be nouns, in mixed case with the first letter of each word capitalized. Try to
keep your names simple and descriptive. Use whole words and avoid acronyms and
abbreviations.

class Raster;
class TreeFrame;

Abstract
classes

Prefix any abstract classes with “Abstract”, the Java API does a prefix of “Abstract”. AbstractRepository

Interfaces Prefix with an “I” and like class names, but if there is a name clash, the interface wins.
Internal interface should use an annotation (@Internal) verses external interfaces.

IRepository

Services Same as interfaces for prefix of “I” but it can have optional to append "Service". IPublishService

Implementation
classes

If a class implements an interface, it should use the name of the interface as part of its name,
adding something specific for this implementation to it. Use a suffix of “Impl” if that does not
make sense or the implementation is the reference implementation. Callbacks
implementations normally end with a suffix of “Handler”.

class FileBasedRepository
implements Repository; 
class VersionServlet
implements HttpServlet;

Exceptions Like class names; always ending in "Exception" InputException

Methods Methods should be verbs in mixed case with the first letter lowercase. Method names must
start with a lower case letter. All words in the name must be capitalized. The structure of a
method name is <verb><Noun>. Within each method name capital letters separate words. In
the case of an access and modifier methods ("getters" and "setters") the correct form is
get<Noun> or set<Noun>, where the noun is an attribute - preferably an instance variable of
the object. The name must also provide a hint as to the type of the attribute.

run(); 
runFast(); 
setBackground();

getBackgroundColor()

Variables
(except for
(constant)
static final
variables and
member
variables)

All variables are in mixed case with a lowercase first letter. Words are separated by capital
letters.

int index;
float myWidth;

Member
variables

The same capitalization as for normal variables prefixed with 'this.' when accessing them.
Static member should prefix with a “_”.

int   index;
this.index = 1;

static Logger _logger = …

Constant
(static final)
variables,
enum names

Names should be all uppercase with words separated by underscores ("_"). public static final int BLACK
= 99;

Packages Lowercase only; avoid lengthy package names. org.apache.ace.demo.bundle

Abbreviations should be avoided unless a standard set of abbreviations exists (such as DSP.) For example, use getLength() rather than
getLen().
Do not use a “package” part in the name of the class. I.e. A package of “com.ge.dsp” should not contain a class called “DspBean”.
There should be no package names of “impl”.
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Examples of Interfaces, Callbacks and Implementations:

Notification Publisher service module

Interfaceà IPublisherService 

Implementationà PublisherServiceImpl 

Notification Subscriber service module

Interface àISubscriberService

Implementationà SubscriberServiceImpl

Callback Interface àISubcriberCallback

Callback implementation à EmailDeliveryHandler

The Code

Package and import statements

The first non-comment line of most Java source files is a package statement. After an empty line, import statements can follow. For example:

package org.apache.conn.core.ui;

 

import java.awt.Frame;

import java.io.InputStream;

A few notes:

Package rules – there must be a package defined.
When not using an explicit package statement in your code, the code still is contained in a package (the default package). This easily
results in name conflicts, and as package naming should be a part of the design, always use an explicit package name. For naming rules
of packages see naming conventions.
Import statements need to be explicit in order to overcome name conflicts.
They must be grouped by name.
Import order.
First in this section should be the standard Java imports like: java.lang.Throwable. Second should be the Java extensions (i.e. javax),
third, the third party stuff. Finally the project-specific imports should be added.

The Eclipse preferences specify how imports should be organized. All users should apply the same defaults or Eclipse will re-order the imports
whenever a user re-formats the source file.

 

Locations

The following table describes the parts of a class, interface, enum or annotation declaration, in the order that they should appear.

Part of
declaration

Notes

(Static)
variables

These should be grouped by functionality rather than by scope.

Instance
variables

These should be grouped by functionality rather than by scope.

Constructors Start with the default constructor, if any.

Methods These methods should also be grouped by functionality rather than by scope or accessibility. For example a private class
method can be between two public instance methods. The goal is to make reading and understanding the code easier. When
implementing an interface, group the methods that are part of the interface.



Inner
classes

Are placed at the bottom of the file.

Annotations

Annotations for classes and methods should be done on the line directly above the class or method. They should be indented to the same level.
An example:

@Manageable(description = "Starts the system.")

public void start()

{

    // ...

}

Annotations for parameters can be inlined like this:

public void setValue(@Validation("x > 0 && x < 10", "Should be between 0 and 10.") int x)

{

    // ...

}

 

White Space

NO tabs. Period. Four spaces should be used as unit of indentation (tab). Use spaces or let your IDE convert tabs to spaces.

Blank lines

Blank lines improve readability by setting of sections of code that are logically related. One blank line should always be used in the following
circumstances:

Between class and interface definitions.
Between methods.
Before a block or single-line comment.
Between logical sections inside a method to improve readability.

Blank spaces

Blank spaces should be used in the following circumstances:

Blanks should appear after commas in argument lists.
All binary and ternary operators except "." should be separated from their operands by spaces. Blanks should never separate unary
operators such as unary minus, increment ("++") and decrement ("--") from their operands.

a += c + d;
a = (a + b) / (c * d);
a = (b > c) ? b : c;
xCoord--;

for(expr1; cond1; expr2)   (The expressions in a “for” statement should be separated by blanks after the “;”)
myInstance.doIt((TreeFrame) frame);

Line length

There is no explicit limit for the length of a line although the formatting templates set the limit at 120 characters so “re-format” commands will wrap
lines at this boundary.



Wrapping lines

When an expression will not fit on a single line, break it according to these general principles:

Break after a comma.
Break before an operator.
Prefer higher level breaks to lower level breaks.
Indent the new line with a tab (4 spaces).
If the above rules lead to confusing code or to code running into the right margin, use common sense.

Statements

Simple statements

Each line should contain at most one statement.

Compound statements

Compound statements are statements that contain lists of statements enclosed in braces ("{...}"):

The enclosed statements should be indented (4 spaces) one more level than the compound statement.

Brackets should begin and end on a new line and should exist even for one line statements. (I.e. braces always go on new lines).

This section defines the general rules associated with compound statements in Java:

If, if-else, if else-if else statements

There are a lot of nested possibilities for if-else constructions. All these variations can be programmed in very cryptic ways that easily and
often will lead to buggy code. By being more explicit in the used coding style a lot of confusion can be taken away.

The following example illustrates the correct use of brackets in a few different if-then-else constructions:

if (condition)

{

        statement1;

        statement2;

}

else

{

        statement3;

}

 

 

if (condition)

{

        statement1;

}

 

if (condition)

{

        statement1;



        statement2;

}

else if (condition1)

{

        statement3;

        statement4;

}

else

 {

        statement5;

        statement6;

}

Note: if statements always use braces, {}. Avoid the following error-prone form:

if (condition) //AVOID! THIS OMITS THE BRACES {}!     statement; 

The only time this is allowed is for logging:

If (_logger.isDebugEnabled())(_logger.debug(“aack”);

Switch

When using a switch statement use following guidelines:

Consider including a default case, unless it would do nothing. The break in the default case is redundant, but it prevents a fall-through
error if later another case is added.
The so-called fall-through construction should be avoided. When there are good reasons to use it, make sure that it is very clear that a
fall-through is used (comment it).
The case labels in a switch statement should be on their own line and indented by a further 4 spaces. The statements associated with the
label should be indented by 4 spaces more than the label and not be enclosed in a compound statement. In switch statements - the
statements associated with all cases should terminate with a statement, which explicitly determines the flow of control.

The next example shows the sample code that uses the guidelines for a switch statement:

switch (condition)

{

        case A:

               statements;

               // falls through here, because...

        case B:

               statements;

               break;

        default:

               statements;

               break;

}

Try – catch

Try/catch blocks should be laid out like any other compound statement
When an exception is caught but ignored then a comment should be supplied explaining the rationale.

All exceptions that are likely to be thrown by a method should be documented, except if they are runtime exceptions (note: the compiler



will not enforce catch blocks for runtimes even if they are mentioned in the throws clause). For example:

/**

 * Comment snippet: 

 * @exception IllegalValueException Thrown if values is null or  

 *     any of the integers it contains is null. 

 */

private Integer sum(Integer[] values) throws IllegalValueException

 

Note: It is generally desirable to document the unchecked exceptions that a method can throw: this allows (but does not require) the caller to
handle these exceptions.

A try - catch statement should have the following format:

try

{

        statements;

}

catch (ExceptionClass ee)

{

        statements;

}

When using finally to add code that always will be executed this will look like:

try

{

        statements;

}

catch (ExceptionClass ee)

{

        statements;

}

finally

{

        statements;

}

Loops

New style for loops are generally preferred over old style ones, unless you explicitly need the index.
Use local variables inside loops to reduce scope if possible.

Old style, a good example that needs the index anyway:

// Lookup a value in a list, return the index

List<Element> list;

for (int ii = 0; ii < list.size(); ii++)

{

    if (value.equals(list.get(ii))



    {

        return index;

    }

}

New style, a good example that iterates over a list without any need for an index or type casts:

// Iterate over a list, printing all values

List<Element> list;

for (Element ee : list)

{

    System.out.println(" - " + ee;

}

 

while ( true )
{
    // code here
}

A null body for a while, for, if, etc. should be documented so that it is clearly intentional.

Variable use

When a subclass refers to a static final variable defined in a parent class, access should be qualified by specifying the defining class
name. For example: use ParentClass.MAX rather than MAX or {instance}.MAX. Eclipse settings will generate this as a “warning”.
Only one variable may be defined per line.
Variable declarations should be indented 4 spaces more than their enclosing class.
All variables should be preceded by a JavaDoc comment that specifies what the variable is for, where it is used and so forth.
Never declare instance variables as public unless the class is effectively a "struct".
Always declare instance variables with a boundary keyword. In most cases this would be “private”. Leaving the variable with nothing
makes it package “friendly” which may not be appropriate in a threaded environment.
Never give a variable the same name as a variable in a superclass.

The initialization of class variables is strictly unnecessary because of the default initialization that takes place for these kinds of members.
For some types, such as Booleans, this requires detailed knowledge of all the default values, so it is more clear and explicit to initialize
each member.
Variables that are used and declared within methods must always be initialized explicitly (the compiler will generate an error when you
forget this).
Avoid single character variable names (hard to see usage in a source file). Use double letters for counter or exception variable names.
This makes it a lot easier to search and see where the variable is used. I.e.

for (int ii = 0; ii < list.size(); ii++)

{

            ...

            x = ii;

}

Methods

This section gives guidelines for class and instance method definitions in Java. In this section if a rule uses the term method rather than instance
method or class method, then the rule applies to both types of method.

Do not call non-final methods from constructors. This can lead to unexpected results when the class is “subclassed”. If you must call
non-final methods from constructors, document this in the constructor's JavaDoc. Note that private implies final.
Method modifiers should be presented in the following order: abstract, static, final, and synchronized.
Method definitions should be indented 4 spaces more than their enclosing class.
Extra parenthesis should be used in expressions to improve their clarity.
The logical expression operand of the "?:" (ternary) operator must be enclosed in parenthesis. If the other operands are also expressions
then they should also be enclosed in parenthesis. For example:
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biggest = (a > b) ? a : b;
complex = (a + b > 100) ? (100 * c) : (10 * d);
if ( (state == NEED_TO_REPLY) || (state == REPLY_ACK_TIMEOUT)

Nested "?:" (ternary) operators can be confusing and should be avoided.
If an expression is too long for a line (i.e. extends beyond column 119) then it should be split after the lowest precedence operator near
the break (and indented 4 spaces). For example:

                               ||  (state == UNKNOWN_THING) )

Furthermore if an expression requires to be split more than once, then the split should occur at the same logical level if possible.

Comment

Beginning comments

Beginning comments are used for licensing and copyright information only. Note: /** to */ will also work but this does not follow the JavaDoc style
(See How to write doc comments for . JavaDoc ignores these comments when producing the documentation).JavaDoc

/*

 * Copyright (c) 2012 GE Global Research. All rights reserved.

 *

 * The copyright to the computer software herein is the property of

 * GE Global Research. The software may be used and/or copied only

 * with the written permission of GE Global Research or in accordance

 * with the terms and conditions stipulated in the agreement/contract

 * under which the software has been supplied.

 */

Comment styles

The Java language supports three different kinds of comments:

Single line comments.
Block comments.
JavaDoc comments.

Single line comments

The compiler ignores everything from // to the end of the line. Use this style when adding a description or some kind of explanation on the same
line of code or the line above.

int ack; // acceleration of the car

 

// All names that should be searched

String[] names;

Block comments

The compiler ignores everything from /* to */. Use this style for internal comments and copyright headers.

/*

 * Copyright (c) 2012 GE Global Research. All rights reserved.

 *

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index-137868.html


 * The copyright to the computer software herein is the property of

 * GE Global Research. The software may be used and/or copied only

 * with the written permission of GE Global Research or in accordance

 * with the terms and conditions stipulated in the agreement/contract

 * under which the software has been supplied.

 */

JavaDoc comments

 

The Java Platform API Specification is a contract between callers and implementations

The Specification describes all aspects of the behavior of each method on which a caller can rely. It does not describe implementation details,
such as whether the method is native or synchronized. The specification should describe (textually) the thread-safety guarantees provided by a
given object. In the absence of explicit indication to the contrary, all objects are assumed to be "thread-safe" (i.e. it is permissible for multiple
threads to access them concurrently). It is recognized that current specifications don't always live up to this ideal.

Placement of comments

 

Documentation comments are recognized only when placed immediately before class, interface, constructor, method, or field declarations.
Documentation comments placed in the body of a method are ignored. The JavaDoc tool recognizes only one documentation comment per
declaration statement.

A common mistake is to put an import statement between the class comment and the class declaration. Avoid this, as the JavaDoc tool will ignore
the class comment.

 

/**

 * This is the class comment for the class Whatever.

 */

 

 import com.ge.dsp;   // MISTAKE - Important not to put import statement here

 

 public class Whatever

{

 }

Comment style

The first sentence of each doc comment should be a summary sentence, containing a concise but complete description of the API item. This
means the first sentence of each member, class, interface or package description.

Use <code> style for keywords and names. 
Keywords and names are offset by <code>...</code> when mentioned in a description. This includes:

Java keywords
Package names
Class names
Method names
Interface names
Field names
Argument names
Code examples



Order of Tags
Include tags in the following order:

@author (classes and interfaces only, required)
@param (methods and constructors only)
@return (methods only)
@exception (@throws is a synonym added in Javadoc 1.2)
@see
@since
@serial (or @serialField or @serialData)
@deprecated (see )How and When To Deprecate APIs

The @author tag is not critical, because it is not included when generating the API specification, and so only those viewing the source code see it.
(Version history can also be used for determining contributors for internal purposes, but use the @author so we know who is responsible for the
mess J)

Notes

Using @see to refer to a superclass's implementation of a method is redundant.
Omit @return for methods that return void and for constructors; include it for all other methods, even if its content is entirely redundant
with the method description. Having an explicit @return tag makes it easier for someone to find the return value quickly. Whenever
possible, supply return values for special cases (such as specifying the value returned when an out-of-bounds argument is supplied).
The @deprecated description in the first sentence should at least tell the user when the API was deprecated and what to use as a
replacement. Only the first sentence will appear in the summary section and index. Subsequent sentences can also explain why it has
been deprecated. When generating the description for a deprecated API, the JavaDoc tool moves the @deprecated text ahead of the
description, placing it in italics and preceding it with a bold warning: "Deprecated". An @see tag (for JavaDoc 1.1) or {@link} tag should
be included that points to the replacement method:
A @throws tag should be included for any checked exceptions (declared in the throws clause and also for any unchecked exceptions that
the caller might reasonably want to catch, with the exception of . Errors should not be documented, as theyNullPointerException
are unpredictable.

A method block comment looks like the follows:

/**

 * Position the splitter location at a specified position.

 * This method can for instance be used when the last position

 * is stored as a preference setting for the user.

 *

 * @param position New position of divider, defined in pixels

 *     from the left of the containing window.

 * @exception com.ge.dsp.dsi.exceptions.PositionException Whenever

 *     an invalid position is passed.

 * @see com.sun.java.swing.JSplitPane

 */

public void setSplitterLocation(int position) throws PositionException

HTML tags

For class headers, method headers and member variables JavaDoc is used to generate API documentation. Some HTML tags that can be used
in order to make the comment blocks more readable:

Tag Short description

<p> New paragraph.

<br> Break, a carriage return. For separation of two paragraphs, usage of <p> is preferred.

<ul><li></li></ul> Unordered list of items. Each item should start with a <li> tag. Most browsers format this as a bullet list.

<code></code> Code samples. Use this when referring to class names, method names, parameter names, etc.

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/javadoc/deprecation/deprecation.html


  There is no need to embed the parameter name in the @param tag in <code> tags; JavaDoc does this automatically. The same
holds for the exception name in the @exception or @throws tag. In the clarifying text however, use the <code> tags when referring to
parameter names etc. The example below shows the <code> tag being used for the array parameter in the text, but not in its
definition.

     

Examples:

/**

 * Prints a range from an object array. The range

 * is specified by the first element to print, and

 * ranges to the last element of the array.

 *

 * @param list contains the objects to print

 * @param first index of first element in

 *     the <code>list</code> to print

 */

public void printRange(List<Printable> list, int first)

The following comment block is an example for the comment that belongs to the declaration of a class, interface, enum or annotation. The
JavaDoc syntax results in the following block:

/**

 * Configuration manager. Manages the configuration of an application. Has a feature

 * to import and export whole configurations and notifies components that need to

 * receive settings.

 */

 

Note: When you mouse over a method, field, Eclipse shows the “JavaDoc” so this is a quick way to check that things look good.

Logging

The purpose of the logging guidelines is to make debugging code easier and to make the final product look more polished. Log message are
generated by every component but if they only make sense to the original coder than they are not very useful to system level debugging.

Levels

The log levels decrease in priority from FATAL to TRACE. If the log level of the system is set to FATAL only FATAL messages will be displayed. If
the log level is set to INFO, then all FATAL, ERROR, WARN and INFO messages are displayed. Here is a brief description of the log levels:

 

FATAL:             A fatal error to the system has occurred. The system CANNOT recover from this problem without administrative assistance.
Normally, this log level is used when starting up a module fails or if a required resource to run the system cannot be found.

ERROR:           An error occurred while executing some command. This normally is not fatal to the system but does imply that something didn’t
succeed. Normally, these types of errors can be recovered from and even corrected by the system. An example would be a network failure when
sending a message. The message failed but when the connection is corrected the code will succeed the next time.

WARN:             This is a warning that things are working but probably not the way intended or might not be optimal. For example, if the
specification says a field should have “xxxx” but the code allows other variations then it might report a warning when it gets a field other than
“xxxx”.

INFO:               This is an informational message to the administrator. This tells the administrator that certain functions are happening. (I.e.
account activity like creating a new user). Expect these to be visible, so be conservative and keep to a minimum.
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DEBUG:           This is a verbose way of figuring out problems in the system. Normally these messages are not just state information about a
thread but contain information about resolving problems.

TRACE:            This should be used to log the internals of structures when entering or exiting critical methods. The purpose is to track down
threading issues or flow problems.

Guidelines

Kernal services should use slf4j directly (not log4j) for the logging service”. The non-kernal services should NEVER use slf4j directly.

 

Here is a list of proper ways to do things and a list of things to avoid.

 

All log messages need to be in the resource bundle. Ideally, documentation writers should review all these messages for spelling and
proper grammar.  
Customer viewing - The following log levels are to be viewed by customers: FATAL, ERROR, WARN, INFO. This means they need to
make sense! The message should be clear what the problem is or what the next step might be for them to look at. It would be nice if the
DEBUG/TRACE level also was formatted in a meaningful way for administrators to debug simple issues although sometimes these are
only useful with the source code.
Tokens already in the log message - The following tokens (message parts) are already part of any log message. Adding the same
information into the log message only creates redundant junk.

Log level  (DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, FATAL)
The class name that the message is being logged from.
The time/date of when the message is logged.                                  

Meaningful messages - Make the INFO messages meaningful. Don’t place “trace” messages at INFO level.

For example, DO NOT:

10:40:45 [INFO] [“Class name”]: Validated the Request

When dumping variables, place the method name as the first token to the string. The method is not automatically included in the log
message unless you are doing a stack trace. For example:

12:40:44 [DEBUG] [“Class name”]: “Method Name”: XXX = {a=xxx, b=yyy,
c=zzz,…}                                                                                                             

Use the stack trace feature on the Throwable arguement. Place the “throwable” argument as the last argument to the logger for automatic
stack trace output.

_logger.error("Blah Blag failed.", exception);

Use the log levels as described above and make sure the DEBUG/TRACE level messages have the “if” check on them for performance.

For example,

if (_logger.isDebugEnabled()) this..debug(“Message var=” + variable.dump());

Limit the INFO messages - INFO messages should be only displayed when something big is accomplished. I.e. do you really want to
know every time we refresh a connection to the server?
Use the DEBUG/TRACE settings - Many people write their code with System.out.println() and then removing the message when they get
it working. Use the DEBUG/TRACE messages! This will NOT be the last time you debug some aspect of your code.
If your code catches an exception and throws a new exception to the caller, you should log the original message at Debug. This provides
a stack trace for the original exception when debugging.

Resource bundles

DSP is targeted outside of GE as an installed environment! We need to start localization now.

 

All message logging must be in resource bundles. Debug and Trace level logging can be optional.

 

The resource keys must be meaningful and grouping with comments in the bundle should be used. I.e. this makes it easier to understand the
property files for documentation to review.



 

####################################################

# Log messages for XXX

####################################################

XXX.user.reponse.prompt=Blah Blah Blah

XXX.login.validation=Ack is not allowed!

 

The process of reading the messageSource bean for the formatted string is straight forward, but should this be moved into options on the logger
service class to pass an ApplicationContext, key and arguments?

 

Note: all strings will report a warning in Eclipse. You must localize and place a comment like

 

//$NON-NLS-1$

 

Then Eclipse will remove the warning.

Eclipse Preferences

Import all the Eclipse settings

Import “dspPrefs.epf” via right mouse in the package explore – choose import and select this file. This will import all the compiler and style
preferences listed.

You are done.

 

 

 

If you opened the properties on a project before the preference import, it may set the “per project” settings on the compiler which would not used
the latest compiler settings:

 

 

Uncheck the “Enable project specific settings”.

 

The following sections detail out the preferences for individual imports.

Code Style

The code style options (Clean up, Code Templates, Formatter, Organize Imports) will be set for all the style option in the preferences:

 

Clean up  – codecleanup.xml
Code Templates – codetemplates.xml
Formatter –  codeformat.xml
Organize Imports - codeimports.importorder

 

 



1.  
2.  

a.  
b.  

 

Import the code template. Note: all this really adds is the copyright comment for new files and sets the “automatically add comments”.

 

 

 

 

The user can set Eclipse to run the style formatter every time they do a save if desired: (change the “perform the selected actions on save”):

 

 

 

Task tags

Define your own task tag as the default. This should not be left to “TODO” or “TBD” as these will be generic tags used by the group.  Use the
TODO, FIXME tags if these are things you do not plan on addressing but must be fixed by someone else. (I.e. when starting a new project, it is
nice to place tags on things you want to do before you are done, use your own tag). 

 

 

 

In general code should not be checked in with “TODO” markers unless they are truly to be done in a future sprint. Leaving the comment for no
reason is wrong.

Compiler settings

Compiler settings can be set via preferences by importing “dspPrefs.epf” or manually.

 

NOTE: If you use an IDE besides Eclipse, it is still your responsibility to check that Eclipse has no warnings or errors for you project before
check-in.

 

Never check in code with warnings or errors in the problem/markers view. Use the @Suppress settings if the warning is not legit. (I.e.
your first option should be to fix it and not suppress it.
Always do the full “Maven” builds before check-in.

 

The compiler settings are copied into the project “.settings” file when maven builds the Eclipse project. Changing the Eclipse preferences will not
change the settings after that unless you clean the project and re-import (You can also manually change the “projects” compile settings and
uncheck the “Enable project specific settings).

Issues

TODO: Configure up the “check style” of Maven and turn this on which will fail the maven build if code doesn’t meet the style guilde lines.
Eclipse artifacts should NOT be checked in. This causes many different issues with subversion if you don’t add, “ignore” properties on the
project.

Doing a right mouse on project team->refresh/cleanup removes artifacts created when project was created as a “Maven” import.
Initial import as a “maven” project creates the “.project”, “.classpath” and .”settings” artifacts. This marks all projects as “dirty”
immediately, which makes decorator markers and “Synchronize with Repository” bogus. The synchronize command lists all sorts
of changes but finding the real changes is a hassle and error prone. This could lead to people not checking in all their changes!

 

Set the properties for ignore on your project with right mouse on “{project}->team->Set Properties…”



1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  

 

 

 

Based on the project – add these items

target

.classpath

.settings

.project

.DS_Store

 

Note: .DS_Store is a Macintosh artifact.

 

After changing the project, you must commit the project changes to SVN.

Check-in TODO

Normally the scrum teams create this, if one doesn’t exist, it should be created. In general, when a task is done it should follow the group’s
check-in policy.

For example:

No warnings or errors in the code -- eclipse based warnings derived from patterns we want to catch.
Compiles
2 code reviewers
Jira entry
Unit tests
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